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Welcome to the Wild Woman
Weekly newsletter!

I am so excited to connect each
week and share with you cycle
wisdom tips, mantras & rituals,
hormone healthy products, and
general witchy sh*t to help you
awaken the wild woman within!

This newsletter is a sacred, wild
respite from all the noise &
*influencing* (#barf) on social
media. 

My soul has been craving, dreaming, longing for this space for quite
awhile now. If you've been feeling the same way too, I'm glad you've
found us. 

Welcome home.

Hello!

xoxo, Brandy



To celebrate the launch of my *brand new* Conceive With Confidence course this

week's WILD WOMAN WEEKLY newsletter is all about how to get pregnant naturally

when you're ready! 

As many of you know, since starting Sauvage Wellness much of my work has focused

on helping women learn how to use cycle tracking as natural birth control - which has

been a blessing and is a deep-rooted passion of mine. And yet, I 've always felt a

strong pull towards birth and pregnancy work. 

With the Conceive With Confidence course I've been able to combine my expertise

in cycle tracking WITH my under the radar passion for helping women harness their

fertility to get pregnant easily & naturally when the time is right. In fact, just this past

weekend I was able to spend time with the very 1st Sauvage Wellness baby - who is

turning one in just a few weeks!

And so, with this week's issue of WILD WOMAN WEEKLY we're taking a deep dive into

pregnancy achievement 101. 

Not ready to get pregnant now? Save this one for later!
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by Brandy Oswald

WEEKLY UPDATE

https://www.sauvagewellness.com/conceive-with-confidence
https://www.sauvagewellness.com/conceive-with-confidence
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And, it's not as easy as sperm +

egg = pregnancy. To get pregnant

all of the following MUST happen...

> Healthy sperm mobility

> Viable egg

> Ovulation

> Unprotected sex on the 5 days

leading up to ovulation or 24

hours afterwards

> At least 10 days between

ovulation and start of the period

for implantation to occur

> Sustained progesterone

dominance after ovulation

Without even ONE of these,

pregnancy doesn't happen.
If you've ever taken a sex ed. or health class in

the United States you were probably taught that

getting pregnant is super easy and can happen

any time you have sex. Well, that's just not true!

Firstly, you can only get pregnant from sex on

SIX DAYS of every menstrual cycle. Here's

why... Sperm can live for up to 5 days inside our

bodies in optimal cervical fluid and the egg lives

for 24 hours after ovulation. That's 6 days for

getting pregnant. *That also means that we often

get pregnant from sperm that is already in our

bodies BEFORE ovulation even happens!

Why getting pregnant
isn't as simple as it
seems
by Brandy Oswald

CYCLE WISDOM
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WAIT, WHAT?!

YES, PLEASE!

I'm hosting a FREE *live* CYCLE
TRACKING FOR PREGNANCY
training every Thursday in May!

Curious about how exactly cycle
tracking makes getting pregnant
naturally so much easier? Join me on
Thursday to get all the details!

Register for FREE here!

DID YOU HEAR?

REMINDER! My fave organic
undies company Knickey now
offers recycling for all your old
undies that are falling apart! (I'm
looking at you old period-stained
panties.) Learn more here.

Remember L'Atelier des artistes
from my IG takeover a few
weeks ago? They have *new* flax
& lavender tummy pads that can be
heated to soothe period cramps.
20% off with code: SAUVAGE

https://www.sauvagewellness.com/cycle-tracking-for-pregnancy
https://knickey.com/pages/recycle
https://atelier-da.com/tools-wellness/p/pc-the-monthly-bean-daisy-dreamer-1


HOW TO REGULATE YOUR CYCLE TO
CONCEIVE NATURALLY
B Y  B R A N D Y  O S W A L D

Most women are surprised to
learn that the pill does NOT
regulate their irregular cycles. It
shuts down their menstrual
cycle and replaces it with
synthetic hormones and a fake
period. This means that when
you go off of the pill to get
pregnant those irregular cycles 
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WITCHY SH*T

Will be waiting for you.

A regular cycle is crucial to
getting pregnant because if
you're not getting a period, then
you're not ovulating. 

So what's a girl to do? 
Start here...

Ditch restrictive diets
Eat healthy fats & carbs
Don't skip meals (balance
blood sugar)
Eat a nutrient-dense diet
Lower inflammation
Soothe the stress response 
Trade cardio for weights
 Be patient!

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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WITH

CONFIDENCE

Learn how to track your cycle,
optimize your fertility, & spot
hormonal imbalance  to help you
get pregnant when you're ready!

With this course you'll not only
learn how to track your cycle but
also how to support your fertility
with the right food & supplements
AND get resources for talking with
your doctors too.
Get all the details here!

CONCEIVE

4 Self-Guided Modules & 60 Minute
1-On-1 Coaching Session with me!

Self-guided flexibility with a side of
intensive personalized support - Win,
win!

2 BONUS TRAININGS & 2 COURSE
MANUALS!
Includes the 7 Ways To Optimize Your
Fertility Naturally and Cycle Syncing For
Wild Women bonus trainings.
Learn more here!

https://www.sauvagewellness.com/conceive-with-confidence
https://www.sauvagewellness.com/conceive-with-confidence


P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

When trying to get pregnant most of us want

practical support - diet changes, supplements, etc -

but we forget how powerful our mindset and

energy are to getting pregnant. 

It seems crazy, but sometimes we can eat all the

right things, take the perfect prenatal supplements,

& get the cycle timing juuust right and still not get

pregnant until we release our fear & frustrations

and move forward with love & optimism. 

So let's take a look at a simple practice to help

manifest pregnancy.
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WEEKLY RITUAL

Pregnancy Manifestation
Meditation

Place your hands over your womb

space, close your eyes, and

envision your womb space -

vagina, cervix, uterus, tubes, &

ovaries. 

Slowly envision sperm traveling

through the womb space, the egg

releasing during ovulation, sperm

& egg meeting, and fertilized egg

attaching to the uterine lining.

Spark up a conversation with

your womb space, your eggs, all

of it. Step into a space of love.

Choose to SEE what you want to

SEE.

Practice 3 to 5
pregnancy

manifestation
meditations this

week

By Brandy Oswald



Weekly Mantra

I am ready.
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What is it that you are longing for? Declare your readiness. Write it down. Say

it out loud. Envision it as your reality every morning. Let the Universe, the

Divine, God, Spirit - whatever higher force you believe in - know that YOU ARE

READY for exactly what you want.



C O N N E C T  W I T H  M E
@ S A U V A G E W E L L N E S S   •    W W W . S A U V A G E W E L L N E S S . C O M

Want to be featured in  Wi ld Woman Weekly?  Message me at :
sauvagewel lness.com/contact

ENROLLMENT IS NOW OPEN!!

Conceive With Confidence course is for anyone who is looking to
conceive in the next year and wants to learn how to use cycle tracking to
optimize their chances of getting pregnant naturally AND uncover potential
hormonal imbalances that could be hindering fertility. 

GET THE FULL DETAILS➤ 

WILD WOMAN NEWS

http://instagram.com/sauvagewellness
http://www.sauvagewellness.com/blog
https://www.sauvagewellness.com/conceive-with-confidence
https://www.sauvagewellness.com/conceive-with-confidence
https://www.sauvagewellness.com/conceive-with-confidence


DISCLAIMER: All information in this guide is presented as an educational
resource and is NOT medical advice. By reading this newsletter you also
recognize that neither Brandy Oswald, Sauvage Wellness, or any of our
employees are doctors, nurses, physicians, psychotherapists, or in anyway
licensed medical practitioners and neither Sauvage Wellness nor Brandy
Oswald has promised, or will: (1) provide medical advice; (2) provide 100%
effective birth control options; (3) provide 100% effective pregnancy
achievement options; or (4) heal any or all hormonal health symptoms. This
guide is a specialized form of education and is not the same as professional
or licensed medical advice and intervention; and you recognize that it is your
responsibility to seek such services from a licensed professional. Even as a
trained fertility awareness instructor and coach, I am not a medical provider
and do not give medical advice. All information provided in this guide is of a
general nature and is intended only for educational purposes to help with
your personal health improvement goals and should not be relied on as
medical advice. Always consult a physician with any health concerns and  prior
to changing your lifestyle, birth control, or prescription medicine routine. 


